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01 What’s Enterprise WP?



Enterprise
WordPress
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Scale

Complexity

Diversity
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02 Where does AI fit
Into Enterprise WP?
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Ingenuity had english only content, but with an expanding 
audience and internal interest there was a need for
multiple languages.

Challenges:
● Siemens tried to use language blocks which didn't provide the editing 

and publishing experience they had hoped. 
● Articles written in german, english and bulgarian all shared the same 

home feed; foreign language content mixed together. 
● When a german translated articles on an english URL were shared, this 

would be in the English version not the German version.

Solution:
Human Made created a custom post type alongside utilising
the features of Lingotek.

Outcome:
● Users can share articles are in the translated language without the need 

for a translation from the recipient.
● The customisation allows for the auto translation of the article 

to be edited. 
● Users can now select automatic translations for other languages  and 

automatic retranslation on update of articles.

Siemens’ Ingenuity: Multi-Lingual
Site 6 years ago



• Automated classification, powered 
by machine learning

• Intelligent cropping increases editorial 
efficiency while allowing manual tweaks 
for the control you need

Tachyon:
Classification,
Tagging, & Cropping
8 years ago



These guys…
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Examples & Inspiration



AI Events 
Online
We’ve run two online 
conferences on AI with 
speakers from around the 
world, including Matt 
Mullenweg and Mike 
Little, the founders of 
WordPress.



AI White 
Papers



3-in-1 AI plugin
from Human Made

Three features aim to make building AI powered solutions easier, 
faster, and more collaborative are available now on our GitHub repo.

https://github.com/humanmade/ai-plugin?utm_content=176422641&utm_medium=social&utm_source=linkedin&hss_channel=lcp-1425972


3-in-1 AI plugin from Human Made

🤖 
Dashboard Assistant
Providing you with the efficiency to 
perform tasks much like a content 
writer or graphic designer, but with the 
bonus of having access the breadth of 
insights, content and imagery on your 
site when performing  tasks.



🏞 
AI Image Assistant
Next level image editing capability 
seen for the first time in WordPress. 
Including in-and-out painting, super 
high- resolution upscaling, and 
background removal.

3-in-1 AI plugin from Human Made



3-in-1 AI plugin from Human Made

✒ 
AI Writing Assistant
Enhanced ChatGPT prompt 
capabilities which does more than just 
create copy. It  interacts seamlessly 
with the block editor to design layouts 
and pages using blocks.

View three short videos on these features in the 
GitHub Readme here.

https://github.com/humanmade/ai-plugin?utm_content=176422641&utm_medium=social&utm_source=linkedin&hss_channel=lcp-1425972


AI Internal 
Tools

Using LMM tools to turn project 
tracking tool output into human 
readable sprint reports and 
business value summaries.



Current Client 
Experiments:
AI Chart Block
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Current Client 
Experiments:
AI Chart Block
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Current Client 
Experiments:
AI Chart Block



04 The Bad - 
Sustainability Questions



Social Sustainability 1
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Social 
Sustainability 2
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Commercial 
Sustainability 1: 
Training Data 
Copyright
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Commercial Sustainability 2:
AI Generated Content Copyright
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Commercial Sustainability 3:
Costs, Prices, & Bubbles
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Environmental Sustainability 1:
Benefits & Costs
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Environmental Sustainability 2:
Bigger means more
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Environmental Sustainability 3:
Diversity in Impact



05 The Ugly
Dangers on the Horizon



The Social Impact 
Problem: Truth and Media
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The Agentic Problem: 
Autonomy & Goals
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We are not prepared as a 
society for how fast things 
will change, so we need more 
general work on societal 
resilience … . We need 
governance structures that 
are suited to a world where 
AI is transformative
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Rosie Campbell
AI Safety and Governance, OpenAI

“
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ant@humanmade.com
https://humanmade.com/who-we-are/antmiller/
Meeware on most social media

Thanks….
questions?

mailto:ant@humanmade.com
https://humanmade.com/who-we-are/antmiller/

